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Smart Bluetooth Thermostat Valve Gosund STR1
Ensure  optimal  temperature  in  your  chosen  room  and  save  on  bills.  The  Gosund  STR1  smart  thermostatic  head  can  help  with  this,
allowing you to set timers and choose from several operating modes. It can also detect open windows - in such a situation, it will turn off
the heating, helping you avoid higher charges. The device supports Bluetooth connectivity, and its convenient control is possible through
a dedicated app. It is also compatible with Tuya.
 
Voice Control
If you don't have your phone at hand but want to increase or decrease the heating, no problem - the Gosund STR1 head is compatible
with smart assistants like Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa.  You can control  it  with simple voice commands! Now, a few words are
enough to adjust the room temperature to your needs.
 
Well-Thought-Out Design
The head is equipped with a clear display that allows you to conveniently check essential information, such as the current temperature.
The  device  is  also  straightforward  to  use.  Moreover,  thanks  to  the  included  adapters,  you  can  easily  mount  it  on  various  types  of
radiators - no compatibility issues to worry about!
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Create Schedules and Save on Bills
The dedicated Gosund app allows you to create schedules for the thermostatic head. This way, you can, for example, set higher room
temperatures in the morning and evening when you're at home. During the day, while you're at work, you can set a lower temperature to
save energy.
 
Convenient Control with Multiple Heads
Want  to  conveniently  control  the  temperature  in  all  rooms  of  your  home?  Get  more  thermostatic  heads  and  the  separately  available
Bluetooth gateway, which allows you to control up to 50 devices simultaneously! This way, you can easily ensure comfortable conditions
throughout your apartment.
 
Additional Features
The head is equipped with frost protection and a special lock that allows for safe use in places where children are present. But that's not
all  -  if  the  device  detects  an  open  window  in  the  room,  it  can  automatically  turn  off  the  heating.  This  way,  you  can  avoid  additional
charges! There is also a special Holiday mode that allows for automatic maintenance of a specified temperature when you are away from
home for an extended period. You can save energy and reduce unnecessary expenses!
 
Long Battery Life
Two  AA  batteries  are  sufficient  to  power  the  thermostatic  head.  You  don't  have  to  replace  them  too  often  -  thanks  to  low  energy
consumption, the STR1 model provides a runtime of up to 1.5 years! With Gosund, you can save money and time.
 
In the box
Thermostatic head
Adapter x3
AA battery x2
User manual
Brand
Gosund
Model
STR1
Connectivity
Bluetooth
Frequency
2.4 GHz
Range
Up to 10 m
Power Supply
2x AA 1.5 V batteries
Battery Life
Approximately 1.5 years
IP Rating
IP20
Temperature Range
From 5°C to 30°C
Connection Standard
M30 x 1.5 mm
Operating Temperature
From -10°C to 40°C
Weight
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190 g
Dimensions
56.5 x 56.5 x 100 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 39.0033

Agora: € 31.00

Casa inteligente, Heating
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